How Retinal Ganglion Cells Prevent Synaptic Noise From Reaching the Spike Output
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Intracellular recordings show quite different behavior for the ganglion cell’s membrane voltage. As depolarization rises with stimulus intensity, the voltage noise (fluctuation amplitude) increases in proportion to the square root of the depolarization. This has been found for X and Y cells (Freed 2000a,b) and also for second-order visual neurons in the fly (Laughlin et al. 1987). The rise in fluctuations with the signal has been attributed to Poisson statistics of excitatory presynaptic release (Freed 2000a; Freed et al. 2003; Laughlin and Sejnowski 2003; Laughlin et al. 1987). The two sets of apparently contradictory observations were made with different methods and different stimuli (extracellular: sinusoidal modulation; intracellular: square-wave modulation), so we wondered if they could be observed in the same cell under the same conditions, and if so, what might prevent a ganglion cell’s variable level of input noise from appearing in the spike output?

To investigate this we made intracellular recordings from mammalian ganglion cells in vitro, which allowed both the graded membrane potential ($V_m$) and the spike responses to be analyzed in the same cell. We presented periodic stimuli at various contrasts, similar to those used in vivo (Croner et al. 1993; Rüttiger et al. 2002; Sun et al. 2004). We then constructed a simple model that reproduced the key properties of the $V_m$ response that showed that summing numerous small events reduces the amplitude of fluctuations relative to the amplitude of depolarization. Of course, such signal averaging is well known; yet precisely how it serves the ganglion cell was not known. And the result raises the further question why do cortical neurons not remove their input noise in the same way?

METHODS

Intracellular recording

From a guinea pig anesthetized with ketamine (100 mg/kg), xylazine (20 mg/kg), and pentobarbital (150 mg/kg), both eyes were removed after which the animal was killed by anesthetic overdose (in accordance with University of Pennsylvania and National Institutes of Health guidelines). The whole retina attached to the pigment epithelium, choroid, and sclera was mounted flat in a chamber on a microscope stage as described previously (Demb et al. 1999). Retina was superfused (~4 ml/min) with oxygenated (95% O-5% CO$_2$) Ames medium (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) at 32–36°C. Acridine orange (0.001%; Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) was added to the superfusate, allowing ganglion cell somas to be identified by fluorescence during brief exposure to UV light. A glass electrode (tip resistance: 80–200 MΩ), filled with 1% pyramine (Molecular Probes) in 2 M K$_2$SO$_4$ was used for intracellular recordings.
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potassium acetate, was used to penetrate somas in the visual streak. Tetrodotoxin (TTX) was purchased from Sigma, and lidocaine N-ethyl bromide (QX-314) was purchased from Research Biochemicals (Natick, MA).

Membrane potential ($V_m$) was amplified, continuously sampled at 2–5 kHz, and stored on computer as previously described (Demb et al. 1999). Programs were written in Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA) to analyze responses separately in the spike rate and subthreshold membrane potential, after removing spikes computationally: we performed a linear interpolation of $V_{m}$ between 1 ms before and 1–4 ms after each spike (Fig. 1). To remove high-frequency noise, membrane responses were low-pass filtered by convolving with a Gaussian (SD = 3 ms or 106 Hz). The resting potential was determined by averaging the potential before and after a stimulus. In some recordings, current was injected through the pipette. In these cases, $V_m$ was corrected for unbalanced electrode resistance as described previously (Zaghoul et al. 2003).

Visual stimulation

The stimulus was displayed on a miniature monochrome computer monitor (Lucivid MR1-103, Microbrightfield, Colchester, VT) projected through the top port of the microscope through a ×2.5 objective and focused on the photoreceptors (mean luminance = $\sim 10^3$ isomerizations cone$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$; resolution = 852 × 480 pixels; 60-Hz vertical refresh). The relationship between gun voltage and monitor intensity was linearized in software with a lookup table. Stimuli were defined by percent Michelson contrast: $100 \times (I_{\text{max}} - I_{\text{min}})/(I_{\text{max}} + I_{\text{min}})$, where $I_{\text{max}}$ and $I_{\text{min}}$ are the peak and trough intensities (range = 0–100%). Stimuli were programmed in Matlab using extensions provided by the high-level Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard 1997) and the low-level Video Toolbox (Pelli 1997).

Contrast response functions

A cell was stimulated with a sinusoidally modulated spot (0.5 mm diam) over the receptive field center or a drifting sine-wave grating (spatial frequency, 0.5–2.2 cycles/mm). The stimulus modulated or drifted at between 2 and 7.5 Hz, for 8–200 cycles. The main findings were not affected by stimulus type, temporal frequency, or number of cycles and were similar between cell type (on or off center), and so data have been combined for population analyses. A cell typically showed an initial response (1st 1–2 s) that was elevated by $\sim 20\%$ relative to subsequent responses, which showed a steady average response; thus the first 1–2 s of response were discarded, and the variability was computed on the subsequent response. The membrane and spike responses were both analyzed with 1-kHz sampling. The spike train was thus defined as a rate in 1-ms bins.

Response magnitude was calculated for each stimulus cycle (Croner et al. 1993; Reich et al. 1997). Fourier analysis was performed on each cycle of $V_m$ or spike responses to quantify the amplitude and phase at the fundamental frequency ($F_1$). The mean ± SD across cycles was calculated either on the amplitudes alone or in the complex plane on both amplitude and phase (i.e., vector mean and SD) (Croner et al. 1993). For spikes, the response was also quantified, independent of Fourier analysis, as the number of spikes per cycle. This measure is easier to interpret in OFF cells, which had a relatively low maintained discharge; thus the response on each cycle resembled a “burst” of spikes that could be quantified by measuring rate. For all measures, contrast response functions were fit with a function, whose parameters were obtained by least-squares fits using standard routines in Matlab.

Measure of $V_m$ fluctuations

In some cells, $V_m$ was measured in the absence of spiking either by blocking sodium channels (TTX, QX-314) or by injecting negative current (see following text). Contrast-dependent changes in the response typically appeared in the first four to nine harmonics of the stimulus frequency. Thus to derive membrane fluctuations, we calculated the Fourier transform of $V_m$ response across cycles, removed the mean and first 10 harmonics of stimulus modulation, and then performed an inverse Fourier transform; this resulted in “fluctuation” traces (Fig. 3). This procedure removed the stimulus-driven component from responses to contrasts >0% but did not significantly affect the response to 0% contrast (resting potential; Fig. 3). The average cycle fluctuation amplitude was the SD of the fluctuation traces across cycles, and this was computed at 1 kHz (Fig. 3). We smoothed the fluctuation amplitude trace by squaring each value (variance), smoothing with a 50-ms moving window, and taking the square-root (SD; Fig. 3). To measure changes in fluctuation amplitude during the “peak” response (Fig. 4A), we calculated the mean difference in variance between the peak response (50-ms period) and the resting potential, and then took the square root (SD); a similar procedure was used to measure change in fluctuation amplitude during the “trough” response (Fig. 4B).

Simulation

A ganglion cell’s $V_m$ was simulated in Matlab as the sum of multiple bipolar cell inputs. Each input provided a train of excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs), according to Poisson statistics; that is, the average rate was controlled, but individual EPSP timings were random. In test 1, the EPSP was a decreasing exponential with a peak amplitude of 0.1 mV and a time constant (τ) of 10 ms. Actual measurements in cat Y cells suggest an amplitude of $\sim 0.04$ mV and τ of $\sim 10$ ms (Freed 2000a). Test 1 summed 1,000 bipolar synapses. Y cells of the size studied here (dendritic field diameter: $\sim 0.5$ mm) (Demb et al. 2001a) receive $\geq 1,000$ bipolar synapses studied in cat by electron microscopy (Freed 2000a; Freed and Sterling 1988; Kier et al. 1995), and we have confirmed this in guinea pig by immunostaining for synaptic ribbons (P. Sterling, unpublished observations). The basal rate was 4 EPSPs synapse$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$. Measurements suggest that basal rate at steady photopic luminance is $\geq 2$ vesicles synapse$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$ (Freed 2000a). Stimulus-evoked responses were simulated by adding a sinusoidally modulated EPSP rate around the basal rate, and this was performed for 50 stimulus cycles per modulation amplitude. The modulation amplitude ranged from 4 EPSPs synapse$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$, thus the maximum amplitude equaled the basal release rate, and the response ranged from zero to twice the basal rate. Real cells showed a saturating response at high contrast (see following text), and thus

FIG. 1. Intracellular recording from an OFF brisk-transient (Y) ganglion cell. A spot was modulated at 4 Hz covering the dendritic field (0.5 mm diam, 90% contrast). The response was separated into a train of spike times and a graded membrane potential ($V_m$). A Fourier transform was performed on each response cycle for spikes and $V_m$, the response at the stimulus frequency ($F_1$ component) is shown as a gray line above the spike train or superimposed on the $V_m$. The cell rested at $-65$ mV with a maintained 2-Hz discharge.
modulation amplitude in the simulation does not translate linearly to contrast.

In addition to test 1, which set parameter values to previous measurements, we display two alternatives, the effect of reducing the basal release rate to 0 EPSPs synapse\(^{-1}\) s\(^{-1}\) (test 2), and additionally reducing the number of synapses by 10-fold (from 1,000 to 100; test 3). To maintain a constant mean voltage signal in test 3, the EPSP amplitude was increased by 10-fold (from 0.1 to 1 mV). We also tested basal rates of 1 or 2 EPSPs synapse\(^{-1}\) s\(^{-1}\) and \(\tau = 5\) or 20 ms. We also tried reducing the number of synapses to 10, but then the raw trace resembled a series of individual EPSPs rather than a typical intracellular recording.

A model’s average cycle response and fluctuation amplitude could be calculated directly (Campbell’s theorem) (Katz and Miledi 1972; Rice 1944; Segal et al. 1985). The voltage response for steady (unmodulated) Poisson release was calculated as

\[
V = nat
\]

where \(V\) is voltage, \(n\) is the rate of EPSPs (number of synapses \(\times\) quantal rate synapse\(^{-1}\)), and \(a\) and \(\tau\) are the amplitude and time constant of the EPSP (\(a\tau\) is the integral of the EPSP). The time-varying voltage response with a modulated rate was calculated as

\[
V(t) = n(t) \ast ae^{-\tau t}
\]

where \(t\) is time, and \(\ast\) represents convolution.

Given the rate of Poisson release, the variance of the voltage response for steady (unmodulated) release could be calculated as

\[
\sigma^2 = \left(\frac{na\tau}{2}\right)^2
\]

where \(\sigma^2\) represents variance, and 1/2 is a shape factor related to the exponential nature of the EPSP (Katz and Miledi 1972; Rice 1944; Segal et al. 1985). We calculated the time-varying \(\sigma^2\) with a modulated rate as

\[
\sigma(t)^2 = n(t) \ast (ae^{-\tau t})^2
\]

and calculated membrane fluctuation amplitude by taking the square root, \(\sigma(t)\).

R E S U L T S

Basic response properties

We recorded from brisk-transient (Y) ganglion cells (5 on center and 21 off center). Resting potentials were \(-62.5 \pm 1.3\) (SE) mV and maintained discharges were \(8.1 \pm 1.7\) spikes/s \((n = 22)\). Maintained discharge was lower in off cells \((4.9 \pm 0.8\) spikes/s\) than in on cells \((19.0 \pm 4.0\) spikes/s\) as reported in vivo (Troy and Robson 1992). Our cells were identified visually by their large somas (20–25 \(\mu\)m diam) and functionally by multiple criteria: a brisk-transient response to a contrast step; a “center/surround” receptive field, with opposite responses to a spot (diameter, 500 \(\mu\)m) versus an annulus (inner/outer diameter, 740/2,000 \(\mu\)m); and a frequency-doubled response to a contrast-reversing grating (spatial frequency, 4.3 cycles/mm) (Demb et al. 2001a,b; Enroth-Cugell and Robson 1966; Hochstein and Shapley 1976; Peichl et al. 1987).

Contrast response functions

We measured the signal and noise of ganglion cells at multiple response levels by varying stimulus contrast. Thus we could compare quantitatively the contrast-response function of the membrane potential \((V_m)\) and spike response, and we could compare the in vitro spike response to previous measurements in vivo. A cell was stimulated with a sinu-soidally modulated spot over the receptive field center or a drifting sine-wave grating (see METHODS). For each stimulus cycle, the intracellular response was separated into two signals, the subthreshold \(V_m\) and the spike times (Fig. 1; see METHODS). For each cycle of \(V_m\), we calculated the amplitude and phase of the fundamental frequency (F1) as well as the spike rate (see METHODS). For each cycle of \(V_m\), we calculated the amplitude and phase of F1.

For all cells, the spike and \(V_m\) responses increased with contrast (Fig. 2A). Data were fit with the descriptive function (Hill’s equation) (Naka and Rushton 1966)

\[
r = a\left[c \sigma^2 + \sigma^2 + p\right]
\]

where \(r\) is response, \(c\) is contrast, and \(a\), \(\sigma\), and \(p\) are free parameters. We used the fit to calculate a half-saturation value: the contrast that elicited a half-maximal fitted response. The spike F1 response showed half-saturation at 29 \(\pm 2.3\%\) contrast; the \(V_m\) F1 response showed half-saturation at 27 \(\pm 2.2\%\). The half-saturation of \(V_m\) and spikes was correlated \((r = 0.75, n = 22\) cells, \(P < 0.001)\), suggesting that the saturation of the spiking response relates directly to the saturation of the \(V_m\) response (Fig. 2B).

The average spike rate, measured across the full stimulus cycle, increased from 0 to 100% contrast, and this increase was larger in off cells \((12.5 \pm 1.2\) spikes/s, \(n = 17)\) relative to on cells \((5.8 \pm 2.4\) spikes/s, \(n = 5)\). The spike rate increases with contrast when there is a large F1 amplitude relative to the maintained discharge; this is a simple result of the rectification of the spike threshold (i.e., response modulations can increase above the mean rate more than they can decrease below the mean rate). In off cells, the maximum F1 amplitude was large \((30.1 \pm 2.2\) spikes/s\) relative to the maintained discharge \((4.9 \pm 0.8\) spikes/s\), whereas for on cells, the maximum F1 amplitude \((23.3 \pm 4.1\) spikes/s\) was similar to the maintained discharge \((19.0 \pm 4.0\) spikes/s\). The maintained discharge and maximum F1 amplitudes were similar to those measured in vivo (Croner et al. 1993; Troy and Robson 1992).

Noise in the modulated response of \(V_m\) and spikes was independent of contrast

We measured the noise (SD) of the modulated response at each contrast. For spikes, noise was measured as the SD of F1 computed either on the amplitudes (SD\(_{\text{spike F1}}\)) or in the complex plane based on both amplitude and phase (SD\(_{\text{spike F1, complex}}\)) (Croner et al. 1993); the SD\(_{\text{spike F1, complex}}\) can be directly compared with in vivo measurements. We also calculated the noise in the spike rate (SD\(_{\text{spike rate}}\)), measured across the full stimulus cycle. In all cases, noise appeared to be constant with contrast (Fig. 2A). The average SD\(_{\text{spike F1, complex}}\) was 5.0 \(\pm 0.5\) spikes/s, similar to the value measured in vivo (Croner et al. 1993; Reich et al. 1997; Rüttiger et al. 2002; Sun et al. 2004).

The effect of contrast on noise was quantified by fitting the noise values with a regression line. If noise was independent of contrast, the regression slope would be zero. On average, the slopes of SD\(_{\text{spike F1, complex}}\) and SD\(_{\text{spike rate}}\) were not different.
Membrane potential and spiking responses increase with contrast but noise is constant. A: contrast response amplitudes for $V_m$ and spikes at the stimulus fundamental frequency (F1), and spike rate all increased with contrast. F1 responses were fit with a descriptive function; ---, contrast that elicited a half-maximal fitted response (see RESULTS). Noise, measured as the SD computed on amplitudes or in the complex plane, appeared flat for all measurements. OFF cell rested at $-61$ mV with a 9-Hz maintained discharge (12 repeats per contrast); ON cell rested at $-61$ mV with a 19-Hz maintained discharge (16 repeats per contrast). B: response functions reached half-maximal at similar contrast levels for spikes ($27 \pm 2.3\%$) and $V_m$ ($27 \pm 2.2\%$). The correlation was $r = 0.75$ ($n = 22, P < 0.001$). C: histograms of slopes for noise vs. contrast. Slopes represent the change in $V_m$ or spike rate over the full contrast range (0–100%). $\mu$, the mean of the distribution; *, a significant difference from a 0 slope for the population. $SD_{V_m \text{F1, complex}}$ was significantly $<0$ ($-0.097 \pm 0.041$ mV/100% contrast, $P < 0.01$), and $SD_{\text{spike F1}}$ was significantly $>0$ ($0.40 \pm 0.18$ Hz/100% contrast, $P < 0.05$). Both of these slopes were $<2\%$ of the maximum response amplitude (see RESULTS).

Membrane fluctuations increase with contrast

We next measured fluctuations of $V_m$ on a millisecond time scale (comparable to that of synaptic events). Because these fluctuations would be obscured by spikes, we blocked them by adding tetrodotoxin (TTX) to the bath. Then measuring contrast responses and their F1 noise, we found similar behavior to control conditions (compare Fig. 3A with Fig. 2A, top). Thus in the presence of TTX, the $V_m$ response increased with contrast but the F1 noise ($SD_{V_m \text{F1}}$ or $SD_{V_m \text{F1, complex}}$) appeared constant.

To isolate fluctuations from the stimulus-driven response, we subtracted the “signal” from $V_m$ to generate “fluctuation” traces. To measure fluctuation amplitude, we calculated the SD of the fluctuation traces at each time point (1 kHz) across cycles (see METHODS). As contrast modulated $V_m$, it also modulated the fluctuation amplitude. That is, fluctuations increased during the depolarizations that would normally lead to spiking (Fig. 3A).

Because TTX also blocks spikes in certain amacrine cells (e.g., Cook et al. 1998; Demb et al. 1999; Roska and Werblin 2003), whose direct synaptic input to the ganglion cell could...
alter fluctuations, we took a second approach. We added QX-314 to the pipette solution to block sodium channels only in the recorded cell (Fig. 3A). As under TTX, fluctuations increased during the depolarization (Fig. 3B). However, under TTX, fluctuations typically decreased during hyperpolarization; whereas under QX-314 fluctuations sometimes increased during the hyperpolarization (Fig. 3B). This is probably because TTX blocks some amacrine cells that make inhibitory synapses on the ganglion cell that produce the hyperpolarization (Demb et al. 2001a,b). QX-314 leaves these inputs intact and thus allows the hyperpolarization and its accompanying fluctuations (Zaghloul et al. 2003). In a third approach, we hyperpolarized a cell with steady current (\(I_{\text{H11002}} = 150\) or \(I_{\text{H11002}} = 250\) pA) to eliminate spiking. This also revealed increased fluctuations during depolarization (Fig. 3C).

To test whether fluctuations reliably increased during depolarization, we performed a population analysis on 10 OFF cells with stable recordings while spikes were blocked (TTX, \(n = 4\); QX-314, \(n = 4\); hyperpolarizing current, \(n = 2\)). For each cell we measured, the voltage at 0% contrast (i.e., resting potential at mean luminance) and the spontaneous fluctuation amplitude (SD of voltage across the full cycle; see Methods). At various higher contrasts (1–9% cell), we measured the “peak response” as the voltage in a 50-ms window centered on the peak depolarization and the fluctuation amplitude as the SD of that voltage.

At zero stimulus contrast, the resting potential was \(-63.7 \pm 4.0\) mV and the spontaneous fluctuations had an amplitude (SD) of \(0.84 \pm 0.06\) mV (\(n = 10\) cells); this value includes noise in the recording system and thus serves as an upper limit on spontaneous fluctuation amplitude. At 9–12% contrast, cells depolarized from the resting potential by \(2.2 \pm 0.7\) mV, and fluctuation amplitude increased to \(1.0 \pm 0.13\) mV; the increase in fluctuation amplitude above baseline was \(0.37 \pm 0.19\) mV (\(n = 6, P < 0.10\)) (the amplitude increase was calculated by taking the square-root of the difference between variances). At 25–30% contrast, cells depolarized \(7.8 \pm 1.9\) mV, and fluctuation amplitude increased to \(1.1 \pm 0.07\) mV, a significant increase above baseline by \(0.71 \pm 0.07\) mV (\(n = 8, P < 0.001\)). At 100% contrast, cells depolarized \(11.7 \pm 2.3\) mV, and fluctuation amplitude increased to \(1.3 \pm 0.19\) mV, a significant increase above baseline by \(0.93 \pm 0.18\) mV (\(n = 4\).
Across all cells and contrasts, depolarizations from rest were as large as 17 mV, but the fluctuation increase above baseline was never more than 1.5 mV and was typically <1.0 mV (Fig. 4A). Thus membrane fluctuations become larger during depolarization, but the increased fluctuation amplitude remains small relative to the depolarization (<10% at high contrast).

We also analyzed the change in fluctuations during the most hyperpolarized 50-ms interval in the response (“trough response”; Fig. 4B). In some recordings (bath-applied TTX), the trough response was positive to the resting potential, and here the fluctuation amplitude was also above the spontaneous level. But in most cases, the trough response was below the resting potential, and there was a slight decrease in fluctuation amplitude below spontaneous levels (by −0.4 mV; Fig. 4B).

**Model captures the main features of the $V_m$ response**

To understand how noise in a ganglion cell’s F1 response can remain constant with contrast (Figs. 2 and 3) despite increased fluctuations (Figs. 3 and 4), we used a simple model to represent a ganglion cell with converging excitatory synapses (see METHODS). Each bipolar synapse was simulated as a series of excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) that rose fast and decayed exponentially. The average rate was modulated, but the timing of individual EPSPs followed Poisson statistics (Freed 2000a). Parameter values were based on previous measurements (see METHODS): 1,000 synapses; EPSP amplitude, 0.1 mV; EPSP decay constant ($\tau$), 10 ms; basal rate, 4 EPSPs synapse$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$; basal EPSP amplitude, 0.4 mV; Fig. 4B). A contrast signal was modeled as the basal rate plus a sinusoidally modulated rate, 1–4 EPSPs synapse$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$.

The voltage response behaved like the measured response in real cells (Fig. 5A), and we quantified it in the same way. The model’s F1 response increased with contrast while its F1 noise was independent of contrast (Fig. 5C, top). Fluctuation amplitude (SD) at mean luminance was 0.45 mV, and during a peak depolarization of 3.9 mV, the fluctuation amplitude increased to 0.63, an increase of 0.44 mV (Fig. 5C; the amplitude increase was calculated by taking the square-root of the difference between variances). Thus just as for real data, the F1 noise was steady with contrast, but the fluctuation amplitude during the depolarization increased with contrast.

That membrane fluctuations increased with contrast was expected from the Poisson statistics of EPSP arrival times. That the F1 noise was steady with contrast was also expected because the noise increase during the depolarizing half-cycle essentially canceled the noise decrease during the hyperpolarizing half-cycle. Furthermore, the model, similar to real cells, produced a relatively small change in fluctuation amplitude relative to the peak depolarization.

**Low EPSP rates and short time constants cause noise to increase with contrast**

To create a model where noise does increase significantly with response, we changed certain parameters. First, we eliminated the basal EPSP rate (Fig. 5C). Here, the rise in fluctuation amplitude becomes larger relative to the response modulation. Furthermore, there was a slight increase in F1 noise with response level (Fig. 5C, top) because increasing depolarization was accompanied by increased fluctuation amplitude (Fig. 5C, middle and bottom), but this increase is no longer canceled by a decrease during the hyperpolarizing half-cycle.

Next, we reduced the number of synapses by 10-fold but maintained the same average response level by increasing EPSP amplitude by the same factor. Conceptually, this test is identical to the previous one except that release within each bundle of 10 synapses is fully correlated. Thus the total EPSP response arises from only 100 independent bundles. Here, the rise in fluctuation amplitude began to approach the scale of the F1 modulation (Fig. 5C). The impact of these fluctuations can...
be appreciated by examining the raw trace of test 3 (Fig. 5B). Furthermore, this caused a clear rise in F1 noise with response level (Fig. 5C).

We ran 24 tests that fully evaluated the following parameters: number of synapses (100, 1,000); EPSP $\tau$ (5, 10, 20 ms); basal release rate (0, 1, 2, 4 EPSPs synapse$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$). A modulated EPSP rate was added to the basal rate (1–4 EPSPs synapse$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$). In general, the increase in fluctuation amplitude was maximal when the basal rate was low, the number of synapses was low, and the EPSP $\tau$ was short. The F1 noise rose most steeply with modulation amplitude when the basal release rate was low and the number of synapses was low.

Spike responses precede $V_m$ responses, further minimizing the impact of $V_m$ fluctuations

The peak spiking response occurred during the rise in $V_m$ and thus preceded the peak membrane response. The relatively early peak in the spiking response can be quantified as an advance in the response phase relative to the $V_m$ response (Fig. 6). Across all cells, the phase advance at high contrast was $35.6 \pm 1.6^\circ$. Thus when fluctuation amplitude peaked, the spike response was already on the decline (Fig. 6).

DISCUSSION

This study addresses an important paradox. As stronger stimuli increase the release rate of excitatory transmitter vesicles onto a large ganglion cell, the Poisson nature of synaptic release causes increased fluctuations of the membrane potential (proportional to the square root of the mean quantal rate) (Freed 2000a,b) (Figs. 3 and 4). However, this contrast-dependent rise in fluctuation amplitude is not reflected in the F1 amplitude of the $V_m$ or the spikes (Figs. 2 and 3); contrast-dependent noise is also absent from the spike rate (Croner et al.)
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FIG. 6. Phase shift between $V_m$ and spike rate minimizes the impact of membrane fluctuations on spiking. A: the F1 phase of the spike response was advanced relative to the F1 phase of the membrane response, for both on and off cells at both low and high contrast. B: sinusoidal modulation of EPSP’s causes sinusoidal modulation of ganglion cell membrane voltage and fluctuation amplitude. The spike response (shown as a rectified sine-wave) peaks $\sim 36^\circ$ before peak membrane voltage and thus earlier than the peak in membrane fluctuation amplitude (see RESULTS). Consequently membrane fluctuations peak when spike rate is declining, minimizing their impact on spiking.

The resolution now seems simple: the stimulus-driven change in fluctuation amplitude is $\sim 10$-fold smaller than the depolarization (Figs. 3 and 4), and so the slow (F1) modulation provides the dominant drive toward spike threshold. The relatively small amplitude of fluctuations arises partially from the integration of synaptic events with Poisson arrival times combined with the (approximately) exponential shape of an event, which yields a variance:mean ratio $\ll 1$ (Katz and Miledi 1972). Small fluctuations also arise from a large number of synaptic inputs (approximately thousands per second) and a typically short EPSP time constant ($\tau$, $\sim 10$ ms; Fig. 5). These last two factors can be understood by considering the signal: noise ratio ($V/\sigma$), calculated from the steady-state equations (see METHODS), which simplifies to $(2n\tau)^{1/2}$ (where $n$ is number of synaptic events = number of synapses $\times$ release rate synapse$^{-1}$). Thus signal:noise improves with large $n$ and long $\tau$.

Finally, when fluctuation amplitude is largest (peak of the membrane depolarization), the spike response is already declining (Fig. 6). That peak spike rate precedes the peak depolarization may arise because spikes are driven partly by dV/dt and because sodium channels inactivate during the peak depolarization, especially at low temporal frequencies ($\sim$2 Hz). Thus the nature of synaptic inputs (number and time constant) and the nature of spike generation cooperate to prevent contrast-dependent increases in fluctuation amplitudes from causing contrast-dependent increases in spike noise.

Contrast-independent noise in the F1 response

Constant, contrast-independent noise in the $V_m$ F1 amplitude was found in real cells and in the model (Figs. 2, 3, and 5). For the model, fluctuation amplitude increases during the depolarization and decreases during the hyperpolarization apparently cancel one another, and consequently, F1 noise in the $V_m$ is effectively independent of contrast (test 1 of the model; Fig. 5). Contrast-dependent fluctuations contribute noticeably to the membrane F1 modulation only when basal release and the number of independent synaptic inputs are both low (test 3 of the model; Fig. 5). For most real cells, there was an increased fluctuation amplitude during the depolarization that was partially cancelled by a decreased amplitude during the hyperpolarization (Figs. 3 and 4). But perhaps more significantly, changes in fluctuation amplitude were relatively small compared with the amplitude of the F1 modulation (Figs. 3 and 4). Consequently, F1 noise in the $V_m$ was effectively independent of contrast (Figs. 2 and 3).

We used periodic stimuli to allow direct comparison to previous in vivo studies. With these stimuli, the meaning of F1 signal and noise is clear. However, for more natural stimuli that contain multiple temporal frequencies, spike responses arrive in “bursts” (Meister and Berry 1999; Reinagel 2001; Reinagel and Reid 2000; van Hateren et al. 2002). Thus the findings regarding F1 signal and noise are difficult to extend to these more natural conditions. However, the relatively small change in fluctuation amplitude represents a fundamental property that should generalize to most stimulus-response relationships (i.e., responses to nonperiodic stimuli).

Model predictions for other cell types and eccentricity

One important strategy for minimizing fluctuation amplitudes is to integrate a large number of synaptic events (i.e., number of synapses $\times$ release rate synapse$^{-1}$). This strategy will work for small ganglion cells that integrate $\ll 1,000$ synapses only if the release rate at each synapse is substantially increased to offset the small number of synapses. For example, the small, brisk-sustained (beta) ganglion cell of cat central retina receives, not 1,000 synapses like an alpha cell, but $\sim 150$. Furthermore, a beta cell’s synapses are probably not completely independent because they arise from relatively few bipolar cells, some of which contribute $>30$ contacts to a given cell (Cohen and Sterling 1992). Similarly, the P (midget) ganglion cell of primate central retina receives $\sim 50$ ribbon synapses, all probably correlated because they arise from a single midget bipolar cell (Calkins et al. 1994). And yet these small cells show the same noise properties in their spiking response as large ganglion cells in the periphery (Croner et al. 1993; Rüttiger et al. 2002; Sestokas and Lehmkuhle 1988; Sun et al. 2004) (Fig. 2).
Limitations of the model

In capturing the main findings with the simplest architecture (Shadlen and Newsome 1994), we used a constant EPSP shape and amplitude; whereas in reality these vary (Bekkers et al. 1990; Frerking and Wilson 1996) and could increase fluctuations in the model response by 25% (Freed 2000a; Taylor et al. 1995). Furthermore, EPSP amplitudes would be reduced at depolarized potentials due to reduced driving force. However, given the resting potential (–65 mV), the likely EPSP reversal potential (0 mV), and the typical response deviation from baseline (±6 mV), this factor should affect EPSP amplitude by <10%.

The model omitted voltage-gated channels. Although these would certainly contribute to fluctuation amplitudes, the dominant contribution seems to be synaptic excitation (van Rossum et al. 2003). Evidence for dominant synaptic excitation comes from blocking on bipolar synaptic input to a ganglion cell with 1,2-amino-4-phosphonobutyric acid (l-AP-4), which considerably reduces ganglion cell fluctuations (e.g., Freed 2000a; Zaghloul et al. 2003). The model also omitted inhibition even though the alpha cell certainly receives “feedforward” inhibition during the depolarizing response (Flores-Herr et al. 2001; Pang et al. 2002; Roska and Weblin 2001; Zaghloul et al. 2003), and numerous inhibitory synapses that comprise ~80% of its contacts (Freed and Sterling 1988; Kolb and Nelson 1993; Weber and Stanford 1994). However, given the relatively long inhibitory postsynaptic potential (IPSP) time constant (τ ≈ 10 ms) (Tian et al. 1998; Freed et al. 2003) and the potentially high rate of release (n), the signal:noise ratio [(2 n r)^(1/2)] for inhibitory inputs should be high. Probably as a consequence, IPSPs are found to add little noise (Freed 2000a).

Why do retina and cortex differ?

An OFF alpha ganglion cell in retina and a pyramidal cell in primary visual cortex share certain properties. They are comparable in size, with thickish, longish dendrites and ≥1,000 excitatory inputs (Braitenberg and Schütz 1998; Freed and Sterling 1988; Kier et al. 1995; Shadlen and Newsome 1994, 1998); and both have a low maintained discharge (~5 spikes/s) so that spike responses resemble “bursts.” However, noise in the ganglion cell spike rate was clearly contrast-independent (Fig. 2); whereas noise in many cortical cells, stimulated and analyzed similarly, is clearly contrast-dependent (Dean 1981; Tolhurst et al. 1981 1983). One exception may be cortical cells in the input layer, where noise is apparently relatively low (Kara et al. 2000). Another exception may be cortical cells recorded in awake animals where noise may be independent of contrast, similar to the retina (after excluding effects of eye movements) (Gur et al. 1997). Clearly, our model can explain only the behavior of ganglion cells and potentially a subset of cortical cells (Fig. 5, test 1 of the model).

Perhaps noise in an individual cell represents a much greater concern in the retina than the cortex. In retina, each point in the visual field is represented by approximately one ganglion cell of a given type (DeVries and Baylor 1997), and so here it may be critical to transfer a signal with low noise. Of course there is a cost: a high rate of bipolar cell synaptic release, which requires energy (Attwell and Laughlin 2001). In cortex, where the same point in visual space is represented by more than ~100 cells, coding may be distributed across the population. This would relax the requirement for low noise in a single cell and thus save the cost of high release rates. One alternative to this proposal is that Vm fluctuations in the cortex are in some way beneficial, for example, by smoothing the relationship between subthreshold Vm and spiking responses (Anderson et al. 2000).